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THE TEMPERATURE OF THE SUN atrnosphere, the relative density of which at corrc-

THE · f h 1 f h · · d spending heig_ hts,_ is obviously as corr~ctly repre_. 
increase o t e vo ume o atmosp enc atr, un er d b h d 

constant pressure, being directly proportional to the sente Y 1 15 iagram as that of the solar atmo
increment of temperature, while the coefficient of expan- sphere. It is true that, ~wing to the greater height 
sion is 0-00203 for 1° of Fahrenheit, it will be seen that a of the latter compared with the attractive force of 
temperature of 3,272,000° Fah. communicated to the_ the sun's mass, the upper strata of the terrestrial atmo• 

sphere will be relatively more powerfully attracted than 
terrestrial atmosphere would reduce its density to - 1

- · the upp~r strata of the vastly de~per solar atmosphere, 

f h . . d . ·A ·a· 1 'f 66h43 The ordinate~ of t~e c.urve a db, will therefore not repi-e-
o t e existmg ens1ty. · ccor mg Y, 1 we assume t at sent the density _quite correctly m bo-th cases. The dis-
the height of our atmosphere is only 42 miles, the eleva- h I · f h 
tion of temperature mentioned would er.use an expansion crepancy, owever, resu ting rom t e relatively inferior 

attraction of the sun's mass at the boundary of its atmo
increasing its height to 6643 X 42 = . 279,006 mj!es. This sphere, will be very nearly neutralised by the increased 
calculation, it should be observed, takes no ccgnizance of density towards that boundary, consequent on the great 
the diminution of the earth's attraction at great altitudes, reduction of temperature-fully 1,3s0 ,000° Fah.-caused 
which, if taken into account, would considerably increase by the dispersion of the solar rays before entering space. 
the estimated height. Let us now suppose the atmosphere . It _may be well to add that, in representing the relative 
of the sun to be replaced by a ·medium similar to the height and pressure of the terrestrial atmosphere, ti c in 
terrestrial atmosphere raised to the tempera_ture of • our diagram indicates forty-two miles, while b c indicates 
3,272,00°

0
, and containing the same quantity of matter as a pressure of 147 pounds per square inch ; and that in 

the terrestrial atmosphere for corresponding area.- Evi- representing the solar atmosphere, a c indicates 100,000 
dently the attraction of the sun's mass would under these miles and b c 410 pounds per square inch. Bearing in 
conditions augment the density and weight of the supposed mind the high temperature and small specific gravity, the 
atmosphere nearly in the ratio of 27'9 : 1 ; hence its extreme tenuity in the higher regions of the solar atmo;. 

height would be reduced to 279,006 = 10,ooomiles, But sphere will be comprehended by mere inspection of our 
27'9 diagram. Already midway towards the assumed boundary, 

if the atmosphere thus increased in density by the sun's the density of the solar atmosphere is so far reduced that 
superior attraction consisted of a compound gas princi- it contains only H~li!J of the quantity of matt-er contained 
pally hydrogen, say I ·4 times heavier than pure hydrogen, in an equal volume ot atmosphere at the surface of the 
the height would be 10 X 10,000 = 100,000 miles. The earth. 
pressure exerted by this supposed atmosphere at the Let us now consider the diminution of intensity occa
surface of the photosphere would obviously be 147 X 27'9 sioned by the increased depth through which the heatrays 
"= 410 pounds per square inch, nearly. Unless, therefore, pass which are projected from the receding surface of the 
the depth greatly exceeds 100,000 miles, and unless it can photosphere. Fig. 6 represents the sun and its atmosphere 
be shown that the mean temperature is less than extending ¾ of the semi-diameter of the photosphere, m lt, 
3,272,ooil Fah., the important conclusion must be ac- cg, &c., &c., being the heat rays projected towards the 
cepted that the solar atmosphere contains so small a earth. 'J'.he depth of the solar atmosphere at a distance 
quantity of matter that -notwithstanding the great depth of ½! of the radius from the centre of the luminary, 
it will offer only an insignificant resistance to the pas- will · be seen to be only 2·0012 greater than the ver
sage of the solar rays. Now, the assumed mean tempe- tical depth, . Now, careful actinometer. observations 
rature, 3,272,000°, so far from being too high, will be found · ehables us to demonstrate t¾at when the zenith distance 
to be considerably underrated. It will be recollected that is under 60°, the radiant energy of the sun's rays in pass
the temperature at the surface of the photosphere, deter- ing through the terrestrial atmosphere is ve.ry nearly in 
mined by the ascertained intensity of solar radiation at the inverse ratio of the cube root of the depth penetrated 
the boundary of the earth's atmosphere, somewhat exceeds (see the previously published table). The increase of 
4,035,000°. Consequently, as the diminution of intensity depth resulting from atmospheric refraction, it may be 
caused by the dispersion of the rays, will be inversely well to observe, is too small at moderate zenith distances 
as the convex areas of the photosphere and the sphere to call for correction ; nor does the atmospheric den$ity 
formed by the boundary of the solar envelope, viz., vary sufficiently during bright sunshine to affect the radiant 
r52 : r, the temperature at the said boundary will be intensity appreciably. The table adverted to shows that 

4,035,000° _ 
2 6 600• an increase of the sun's zenith distanceof5' in 60° occasions 

r5 2 - ' 54, . , a diminution of temperature hardly amounting to Q·o44" 

The true mean, therefore, will be 3,344,800°, in.stead of Fah. Adopting the same rate of retardation for the solar 

3,272,000° Fah., a. difference _which leads i~resistibly to atmosphere as that observed in the terrestrial atmm;phere, 
the inference that, either the solar 3:tmosphere 1s more than it will be foun_d that the loss of radiant energy of tb,e 

100,000 miles in depth, .or it contams !ess matter tha,~ the sol_ar rays at to of the radius from the bordef of ,tl,le 
terrestrial atmosphere, for corresponding area. It will be photos~here will be only 1·26 greater_ than at its c~n\;~. 
dem'onstrated hereafter-that the retardation of the rays pro- Accordmg to the researches of Se~ch1 and others, tb.e l~.s 
jected from the border of the photosphere conse9-uent on is fully three times greater than ,that established by tli.~ 
the increased depth of the solar atmosphere (supposed to be rate of diminution which we have adopted. · This circum.7-._ 
the main cause of the observed diminution of energy ne~r , stance, in connection with the extreme tenuity of the solar · 
the sun's limb), cannot appreciably diminis_h t~e intensity · atmosphere, rendering any considerable loss improbable, 
of the radiant heat. The ratio of dirtunuuon of the points to the fact that some other agency than increased 
density of the gases c?n'lposing the sola_r at~osph:ere at depth is the true cause of the diminution of the tempera
succeeding altitudes, 1s represented by Fig. 5, m which the ture under consideration. Accordingly, the writer som.e 
length of the ordinates of the curve a db shows the degr~e time ago instituted a series of experiments with incan~ 
of tenuity at definite pomts above the photosphere. This descent cast-iron spheres, for th~ purpose of ascertaining 
curve has been constructed agreeably to the theory that the practically if the reduction of temperature could be 
densities at different altitudes, or what amounts to the same, accounted for solely on the ground that the obliquity of 
the weight of the ma~ses incumb~nt at succeed,ing points, the rays diminishes their energy; Previous experiments 
decreases in geometrical progression as the height above had demonstrated that the accepted doctrine is quite in
the base increases in arithmetrical progression. The correct, which teaches that heat rays emanating from the 
vertical line a c has been divided into 42 equal par~s, surface of incandescent radiators are projected with e_qual 
in order to facilitate comparisons with the terrestrial energy in ,all directions. It wasl found . during . those 
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experiments that the ratio of diminution of radiant heat 
transmitted to a stationary thermometer by ari in~an
descent circular disc of cast-iron; turning on appropriate 
journals is directly proportional to the sines of the angles 
formed by the face of the disc and lines drawn: to the 
centre of the bulb of the stationary thermome~er. It 
was clearly shown that those heat rays onl_Y which are 
projected at righ! ai1gles. to the face of th", mc'.1-ndesce~t 
radiator, transmit maximum energy. The 1mportan_t 
bearing of this fact with refetepce to temperature t~an
sinittcd by the heat rays of the photosphere from points 
near the border, is self.evident. The small angle ·formed 
by the ray cg, Fig. 6, and· the ta~gent : ./ of t_he sur
face of the photosphere at c, explams sat1sfacto:1ly why 
the radiant heat at a distance of lo of the radms from 
the sun's border, is considerably less than. at. t~e · centre. · 
It will be perceived that the angle./ c d d~m1mshes very 
rapidly as the border of the P.hot?sphere is approac~ed, 
and that when the · extreme pomt 1s · reached, the radiant 

.Fig. 6 
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heat transmitted would be infinitesl!nal if the irregularity 
of the surface of the photosphere did not present a series 
of inclined planes capable of projecting- heat rays in a 

. direct line with k l. 
· Lapl;ice, in the famous demonstration · by which he 
proves that '' if the sun were stripped of its atmosphere, 
it would appear twelve times · as luminous" (Mecanique· 
.Celeste, tom iv., pp. 284-288), commits the grave mis
take of assuming that all rays emanating from a radiant 

· surface possess equal energy, This · assumption lead, 
~im further to the erron~ous conclusion that the rays pros 
3ected from the retreatmg surface of the sun near the 
limb, act as rays from a lens, being crowded together in 
·consequence of the obliquity of the radiant surface,' 

· thereby, he supposes, acquiring increased intensity
hence the monstrous assertion of the great mathematician 
that, bt:t fo_r the interference o_f the solar atmosphere, 
the lummosrty would be eleven times more intense. 

The important question _whether the solar atmosphere 
possesses any appreciable radiant power, and whether the 
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high temperature of the a.ttenuated m;i.tter of which it ~s tion will show that the energy thereby established is too 
composed exercises any marked influence on the sµn_!? insignificant to exercise any appreciable influence on the 
radiant energy, may unquestionably be answ.ered pract~~ sun's ,radiant power. Theoretically, the temperature trans• 
cally. An investigation, based on th~ ~xped1ent . of con- mitte.d to the bulb of :the focal thermometer by the . fays 
centrating the heat rays of the chromosphere by mean~ of f and,o, Fig. 4, is inversely as the foreshortened illumi
a parabolic' reflector, has been conduc(ed by the wntet nated area of the reflector to the zone of light produced 
for some time.' -The method adopted 1_s such \hat only on the bulb. Obviously these areas bear nearly the same 
the heat rays, if such -· there be, fron1 the ch~omospher1; relat!on to each other . as the squares of j' or o' to the 
and .exterior-solar envelope, are reflected ; while_ the .rays square of the radius of the bulb p. The length of ;'being 
fromthe photosphere are effectually ,sh,ut out. Fig. I 477in., while the radius of the bulb is 0·125in.; calcula
shows the general arrangement ; j a represents the tion shpws that the temperature transmitted. by the ray f 
photosphere, an.dg' /1 t~e boundary of th_e surro~nding would be increased 1,456 times · if the_reflector did not_ 
atmosphere; · k l is a cir~ular screen exactly 10 . u;iche.~ absorb any heat. Allowing that 072 of the _heat is re
in diameter, placed 53·76 mch~s above ;the base l~ne a o. flectM, the augmentation of intensity by concentration 
This distan<;e. obviously vanes co~s1d~rably with the will :'i.mount to 072 X r ,456 7" r,048 times t):ie tempera
seasons. _ _ Assuming that . the inves.t1gat1on tak~s place ture transmitted by the rays f and o. The records of the 
when the sun· subtends an angle of 32' 1", the screen kl, if oscillations of the mercurial column during the experi
placed at the distance _ mentioned, will throw a s~adow, men ts show, as stated, that the temperature resulting from 
f o, exactly 9·5 inches diameter; hence objects m the concentration cannot exceed 0·5°, hence the temperature 
plane a o placed within f o, will be effectually shut o:it transmitted by the rays emanating from the heated nptter 
from the rays projected by the photosphere, w_htle they will of the solar envelope will only amount -to 1 

8 be fully exposed to the rays, 1f any, emanating from the 2 x 10 4 
chromosphere and .outer strata.of the s<?lar e1:1vel~pe. It · o·uoo .. ff Fah. The observations having been made when 
should be observed that, owmg to diffraction m con- the sun's zenith distance was 32° 15', a correction for loss 
nection with the extreme feebleness of the sun's rays occasioned by retardation amounting to 0·26 will, how.ever, 
projected_ from the border, the shadow thrown by the be n~9essary. This correction being made, it will be 
screen k l extends considerably beyond the circular area found that the heat actually transmitted by the rays from 
defined by f o. · Fig. 3 exhibits a fit!! sife segment of th is the solar envelope during the experiment of August 29, 
shadow as it_ appears roun~f o, the sect!on coloured black did not exceed 0·00059° Fah., a fact which completely dis
in Fig. 2 being a ·photometnc represe~tation of.the .strength poses -of Secchi's remarkable _ assumption that the high 
of the said shadow from/to a. Special attentwn IS called temperature of the photosphere is owing to the'': radia
to this photometric representation, as it shows that ob- , tion received from all the transparent strata of the· solar 
jects placed within the circular area defined by f O are , envelope" (see his letter to NATURE, published June 1, 
absolutely screened from the r;i.ys of the photosphere. It 1871). But we are not discussing the cause; the degree 
is evident that a parabolic reflector of proper s,~e placed f of temperature at the surface of the photosphere is the 
immediately below f o, w'll! concentrate the radiant _heat, · problem to be solved. 
if any, transmitted by the rays f .f an? g' g and the mte~- It was stated m the previous article that the ra,diant 
media.te rays. Fig. 4 represents a sectio1;1 of the .pari!-b_ohc powe;r of. incandescent metals and metals coated with 
reflector which has been employed dmmg the mvestiga- lamfblack. and maintained at boiling heat, is directly 
tion. It consists of a solid wrought-iron ring l\ped with propprtional to, the temperature of the radiator .. : A series 
silver on the inside, turned to exact form <1-nd highly of experiments with flames just concludes!, proves_ posi
polished. An annular plate 9·5 inche_s inte~nal diameter, tively that under similar conditions a given area of flame 
is secured to the top of the wrought iron rmg to 1:revent of uniform intensity transmits the same temperature as 
effectually· any rays from the photosphere reachmg the incandescent cast-iron. Secchi's assertion, therefore, 
reflector. The prolongation of the rays ff- g'g and that the -photosphere, if composea of incandescent gases, 
h n - a' o are shown by dotted lines /, g and 11, 0 ; also "may have a very high temperature and yet radiate :but 
the reflected rays \l.irected towards the bulb of the focal very little," is wholly untenable. The diminutioi;i· of .. in
thermometer, marked respectively J', o' and g ', 1( T~e tensity attending the passage ·or the heat rays from the 
investigatiort not being ye_t concluded, the follo\VIJ?g bnef photosphere through the surrounding atmosphere, is the 
account is deemed sufficient at present. Turnmg the only point which can materially affect the question 
reflector towards the 5un, without applying the screen of temperature. We have showri that on .a , gi:ven 
k l a narrow zone of dazzling white light is produced ~m area, the quantity of matter (contained in th_e solar . at
th~ black bulb of the· focal thermometer, the mercurial mosphere cannot greatly exceed that of the terres_trial 
column commencing to rise the . moment the rays atmosphere; hence the retardation cannot ):>e great. 
strike the reflecting surface. - With a perfectly clear Trqe, the depth of the solar envelope is vast -cbmp?-fed 
sky, the column ,during a1; exp~riment on J\ugust 29, ; with that of the earth's atmosphere, but distance per se 
187i reached 320<1 Fah. m thirty-fiv~ seconds. The · does not affect the propagation of radiant heat. Admitting, 
scre;n "k J being applied, after coolmg t):ie thermo- however, the. retardation to be_· as the cube root of the 
meter a zorie of feeble grey light appeared on the black ' depth-the ratio observed in the terrestrial · atmosphere-··. 
bulb ~e.arly,as wide as the one produced by the rays from it will be found that the loss . of:energy produced by re
the photpsphe.re, but situated somewhat lower. :f.he tardation of the heat rays_ is not important. · The splar column .. of the focal thermometer, however, rei:named 
stationary, excepting the ~scilla!ion which al:vays takes ' 'ltmosphere being rno,ooo - = 2381 times deeper than the 
place when a 'thermometer 1s subJected to the mfluence of . 42 · 
the currents of air unavoidable in a place exposed t<? a _ earth's atmosphere, the retar4ation· caused by the former 
powerful __ sun . .. It is proper to remark that ~~mg will be 13·3 times greater than that of the terrestrial at
to .the stated oscillation, it cannot be pos1tJvely_ mosphere, which, as we know; _diminishes the radiant- in
asserted ·that there was no heating whatever pro- tensity 17"64° on the ecliptic. Accordingly we ar~ justified 
duced by the reflection and concentration of the rays. in asserting that 13·3 X 17"64° = 234 6° Fah. will be the 
which formed the zone of grey light adverted to. But t~e greatest possible diminution of temperatur~ caused by 
recorded oscillations prove absolutely. that the heating did , the retarding influence of t?e· matter <;omposmg the·solar 
not exceed o·5° Fab. Assuming that such a tempera_ture 1-- envelop~. - The :idmiss_ion m:-the P!ev1ous a_rt1cle, that the_ 
was actually.produced by the reflected conce~trate.d he.at - retardat101t~nder cons1~erat1on might be o ?I, 'Yas,pa~ed,, 
emanating from the solar envelope, the followmg calcula- on the extreme assu!llpt1on that the obstruction 1s.d1re-ct_ly, 
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proportional to the depth of the sun's atmosph'er~. _At 
first sight the loss of 234'6° appea~s to be a . tnfl_mg 
reduction of energy ; . yet 1f we consider the Inecham~al 
equivalent which it represents, w_e . cannot . do1;1bt its 
adequacy to supply the motive force expended m pro
ducing the .observed movement of the attenuateq matter 
within the solar atmosphere. Dividing the _tenwerature 
of the photosphere, 4,035,000", by 23_4·61 it will bj: ·fo~nd 
that the computed, apparently insignificant, retardation 

exceeds _I _,_ of the entire dynamic energy developed by 
17 000 . ' . • . ' 

the sun-~n amount fully 15,500 times greater than. the 
solar energy transmitted to all th_e planets of our ~ystem I 
Making due allowance for the extreme attenuat1oll, and 
the small quantity of matter t_o be moved, the 1:iost ex
aggerated computation of th~ prob~ble expenditure of 
mechanical energy called f~r m keepm~ up the currents 
of the ·solar atmosphere, fails to establish an amou.nt at 
all equal _ to that capable of bei_ng generated by utilising 
234° of the radiant hea! emanat1:hg from the photosphere. 

In view of the foregomg statements and the demonstra
tions contained in the previous article on solar heat, we 
cannot consistently refuse to accept . the . conclusion, that 
the temperature at the surface of the photosphere is very 
nearly 4,036,000° Fah, J. ERICSSON 

NOTES 
. THE Regius Professor of Physic at Cambridge (Dr. Bond) has 

issued a schedule of lectures on subjects connected with the study. 
of medicine .which will be delivered during the Academical 
year 1871-2. The following are the arrangements for this Term: 
Prof. Liveing will lecture on practical chemistry on Tuesdays, 
Thursdays, and Saturdays, at I P,M., commencing October 10. 

The Linacre lecturer will deliver a course of medical clinical 
lectures on Fridays, at IO A.M., commencing October 13. The 
Professor of Anatomy (Dr.- Humphry) will lecture on practical 
anatomy on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Friday~, at 6 'r,M, 
commencing October 16. Mr. C. Lestourgeon, M,.'\.., will •on 
October 19 commence a course of surgical clinical lectures, · and 
will continue the same on each Thursday during Term, at I LA;M.

Anatomy and Physiology will be · the subject of a course by the 
Professor of Anatomy, commencing October 21, at I P.M., a.13d 
continued on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays at the same 
hour: The Professor of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy 
(Mr. A. Newton) will lecture on those subjects on Mondays, 
Wednesdays, and Fridays, at I P.M., commencing October 23. 
Special departments in chemistry will be the subject of lectur~s 
by the professor of that faculty on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and 
Saturdays at noon, commencing October 26. Practical hist!)lOJ;¥ 
will form a separate course under the superintendence of ·nr. 
Humphry, commencing October 28 at 11,30 A.M., and continued . 
each succeeditig Saturday until its co,;npletion. 

THE Franklin Institute of Philadelphia announces the follow
ing synopsis of lectures for 1871-72. The regular course will 
comprise a series of forty lectures, divided as foll_ows :-,-I. " On . 
Physics and Mechanics," by John G. Moore, M.S. 2. "On 
General Physi"cs and Acoustics," by Prof. Edwin J. Houston. 
3. · "On .Guns, Gunpowder, and Projectiles," by Lieut, C. E. 
Dutton. 4. " On the Chemistry of the Earth and of the Vital 
p 1~ocess in Animals aitd Plants," by Prof. ·samuel B. Howell, 
M'. D. 5. "0n the History of Alchemy," by William H. Wahl, 
Ph.D. 6. "On the Metallurgy of Iron and Steel," by Thos. 
M. Brown, Ph.D. Besides the lectures_ .enumerated, the Insti
tute has arranged with a number of eminent lecturers for · the_· 
delivery of a popular course of scientific subjects, and it is 
believed that the plan here indicated, of ·offering a series of le~-. 
tures brilliantly and largely illustrated, will go far towards attract· 
il)g. the attention and interest of the public to these ·most im· 
portant subjects, 

THE Managers of the London Institution, Finsbury Circus, 
announce the following programme of lecture arrangements for 
the coming season. The courses of educational lectures will be 
as follows :-First course, commencing Monday, October 30: 
Eight lectures" On Elementary Physiology," by ·Prof. Huxley. 
Second Course, commencing Monday, January 15, 1872 : Eight 
Lectures "On Elementary Chemistry," by Prof. Odling. Third 
Conrse, commencing Monday, March· 11, 1872 : Six lectures 
"On Elementary Music," by Prot: Ella, director of the Musical 
Union. Fourth Course, commencing Monday, April 29, 1872: 
Six Lectures " On Elementary Botany ; with special reference 
to the Classification of Plants,'' by Prof. Bentley. A Course 
of Four Lectures, a,dapted to a juvenile auditory, · "()n th~ 
Philosophy of Magic," by Mr. J. C. Brough, principal librarian 
in the London Institution, will be commenced on Thursday, 
.December 21. A Course of Two Lectures "Qn Science and 
Commerce; illustrated by the Raw Materials of our Manufac, 
tures," by Mr. P. L. Simmonds, will be commenced on Thursday, 
November 23. This course will be illustr~ted by a large collec
tion of beautiful and interesting specimens of animal and vege
table products. The following lectures will probably be de
livered at · the Conversazioni of the coming season : - " The 
Teachings of the Spectroscope," by Dr. William Huggins; 
"The Homing, or Carrier Pigeon: its Natural History, Train
ing, and Exploits," by Mr. W. B. Tegelmeier ; . "The Sun," by 
Mr. J. Norman Lockyer; "Two Year~' Gleanings-in Syria and 
Palestine," by Captain Richard F. Burton ; "The Haunts of 
Old Londoners," by Mr. Thomas Archer; "On Colour," by 
Prof. Barff. The evehing class for elementary chemical analysis 
will commence work, under the direction of Prof; H. E. Arm
strong, on Tuesday, November 7, 

IN his address at the recent opening of the new Mechanics' 
Institute af Bradford, Mr. W. E. Forster, M.P., remarked that 
when institutions of this kind were first established they were 
intended to give to mechanics scientific knowledge ; but it was 
discovered that 'that was impossible, except in rare cases, because 
mechanics had no elementrary teaching on which could be 
grotind~d scientific knowledge, and consequently these institutes 

. were obliged to be turned very much into elementary schools 
and night schools, rather than into the teaching of science and 
higher literature, which we bad hoped to give to our mechanics. 
A conviction, however, is now gaining ground that an essential 
portion of this elementary teaching consists of instruction in the 
rudiments of science, which would be of material advantage to 
none more than to the working classes. 

THE open Scholarship in Natural Science, established this. 
year at St. Mary's Hospital, has been gained by Mr. E. f. Ed
wards. This Scholarship is worth 40!. a yea1· for three years, · 

. The Exhibition of 20!., awarded at the same time, bas been 
gained by Mr. Giles. Both gentlemen are students at the 
University of London. 

THE Ettles Scholarship at the University of Edinburgh, which 
is annually awarded to the most distinguished graduate, has been 
given to Dr. Urban Pritchard, a student of King's College, 
London. Dr. Pritchard also gained a gold medal for miginat 
researches on the structure of the organ of Corti, conducted by 
him in the physiological laboratory of King's College. 

THE vacancy in the Botanical Department o'r the British 
. Mseuum, caused by the promotion o{ Mr. Carruthers, has been 
filled by the appointment of Mr. James Britten, late a~sistant in 
the Royal Herbarium, Kew, 

MR. ROBERT ROUTLEDGE, a scientific graduate in honours of 
the University of London, has been appointed conductor-of the 
classes in Chemistry and Physical Science at the Manchester 
Mechanics' Institute, These classes are intended tq encourage 
technic?,} ~~l\9a.t(on among the working classes, and consist of' 
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